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**Workshops TBD:** Job Placement and Revision

**Philosophy Department Class Schedule Overview - Spring 2022**

- *Philosophy (Through Agency and Alienation):* 29200-01/29300-01;
- *Philosophy (Through Modern Philosophy):* 29425/39425;
- *Logic for Philosophy:* 20119;
- *Social and Political Philosophy:* 21204;
- *Philosophical Ethics:* 25101/35101;
- *Roman Philosophy of Identity:* 57351;
- *De Anima:* 25209/35209;
- *Philosophy of Reality:* 38100;
- *Philosophical Investigations on the Foundations of Logic for Philosophy:* 29425/39425;
- *Philosophy and Logic for Philosophy:* 36000;
- *Agency and Alienation: Modern Philosophy:* 21499;
- *Race, Gender, and Philanthropy:* 20217;
- *Philosophical Self-Creation as Private Law:* 21204;
- *Logic for Philosophy:* 20115/30115;
- *Willer: Junior/Senior Tutorial (The Debt):* 39125;
- *De Anima:* 25209/35209;
- *Philosophical Investigations on the Foundations of Logic for Philosophy:* 29425/39425;
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